Prerequisites
Installing Extender 2015 R2 on Microsoft Dynamics GP requires that the Microsoft Dynamics GP version 14.00.0725 or higher. This version is available in the R2 release for Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015.

Release Notes
If you are upgrading and used the Dialogs and Macros in Extender Standard (sold by Microsoft) on Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010, please contact eOne at 888-319-3663.

The Extender upgrade follows the supported upgrade paths from 2010 and 2013 that are available for Microsoft Dynamics GP. You can find these on PartnerSource or CustomerSource in the Upgrading to Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015 Hot Topic.

Upgrading
The documentation on how to upgrade can be found in the Extender Manuals in the Installation/Upgrade Section. Please be sure to review these steps as there are special steps that need to be run for the Extender upgrade to 2015.

The Extender upgrade follows the supported upgrade paths from 2010 and 2013 that are available for Microsoft Dynamics GP. You can find these on PartnerSource or CustomerSource in the Upgrading to Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015 Hot Topic.

If you are upgrading and used Extender Standard (sold by Microsoft) on Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and are using Dialogs or Macros, please contact eOne at 888-319-3663.

As in any upgrade process, we recommend that you use a test environment to walk through the upgrade process. By doing this, you can identify and resolve any potential issues that may occur in the upgrade process. A test upgrade also allows you to lean the new features in Extender before putting it into production.

Please note that most of the tables change when upgrading to Extender 2015 from Extender 2010. For a guide to the new tables and a comparison between the 2010 and 2015 tables, please see the Extender 2013 Table Structures document.
Fix List

14.00.0318

- Extender Detail Forms: multiple rows entered for form detail data do not display in the UI after template executed
- Lookup restriction on date or time fields not working
- Blank Lines saving on detail grid
- Long String in Field15 won't save/update
- Form using 2 ID fields doesn't clear when you select different primary ID
- Unable to link Extender Window to Extender Form

14.00.0316

- "A get/change operation on table 'EXT_Table_Cache' cannot find the table" error when installing build 315

14.00.0315

- Importing in an Extender window that already exists write bad record to EXT00001 table
- Prefix on Extender views
- Extender Lookup to another Extender Form doesn't work from Detail Form
- No hyperlink or zoom on a Form Lookup type when using the form
- Mark an Extender Detail window as read only the Save and Delete buttons are still enabled
- Extender function references old table EXT00400
- Exporting Solution to previous XML doesn't overwrite all of the file
- Copy Item feature no longer copies updated Extender Data after update from 2010
- Extender import using ID's assigned from exported system

14.00.0312

- Create Tables doesn't run Grant when switch companies instead of re-launch
- Wrong Number of parameters sent to script 'SetValueOnWindow'
- Extender hangs GP when posting computer check
- Can Save Extender Table Link without selecting a Table Field
- Create Extender window based on POP Line Scroll - get error when trying to open the window cannot find PO Number
- Description Field always required if using the field
- Extender Auto Open feature runs when not expected
- Extender Export/Import not bringing in Table Links
- Extender Form does not put back unused IDs even though option is marked
• GP hangs during posting of SOP documents that has two Extender windows on SOP Entry
• GP Script on Window close event does not run
• Refresh Scrolling window on all detail forms and detail windows add code to delete lines from temp table and add lines back to temp table
• Removing Key from Window doesn't remove key from Table Links
• Setting Auto Open on an Array field does not work
• Table Links for Payables storing Voucher Number - Work
• Having 2 unsaved Extender windows open at the same time causes incorrect Extender Record IDs to be assigned.

14.00.0305

• Not replacing all instances of Form Variables
• Code fix - form ExtenderActionObject script ReplaceCurrentForm need to add check for window has details to windows section
• When using Auto Open with Open Method as Line Change, the Field DDL is enabled when it shouldn't be
• Save_Description of ExtenderDataObject_Form does not allow for multiple keys
• Extender Detail Window - refresh scrolling window does not display lines correctly
• Extender crashes to desktop updating Form with a script on it.
• Extender window linked on SOP Number and SOP Type doesn't work
• Import of an xml file creates duplicate records in the EXT20010 and EXT20502 tables
• Can't directly switch Extender window Auto Open method from Line Change to Field Enter/Exit
• Extender option in SmartList disappears when install SC into GP
• Extender GetFieldID of form ExtenderDataObject_Form bug
• Not able to change series for Extender form as a SmartList
• Using name in SLB report shows incorrectly in Extender Linked Inquiries window
• Lookups created in Extender have Hyperlink that doesn't work
• Action to create SOP Transaction will not take unit price from the Line Item of a form.
• Using add Resource on Menu doesn't work with Navigation Lists
• Unable to retrieve fieldID from Extender Window - Details
• Error Creating trigger EXT00500_UPGRADE
• Error Dropping trigger EXT00500_UPGRADE
• SQL Insert Failure on EXT00700 and EXT00750 when upgrading from Enterprise 2010
• Extender update continues if there is an error in the Upgrade_SQL_Prescripts
14.00.0071
- Detail Form Report only prints once
- Lookup restrictions not working
- Adding Extender fields to default SmartList causes error
- Calculations do not work when referencing checkboxes
- Extender Upgrade process updates

14.00.0063
- Processes to avoid having to restart GP to get them to work
- Close Box (X) is now enabled on the Extender Note window
- Ability to create an Extender View from an Extender Note Window. Previously you were able to create an Extender View on the Windows and Forms. Now you are able to create a view for your Extender Notes windows as well.

14.00.0055
- Existing Solution shows in Add window
- Get change error on Customer Item SmartList when add Extender Fields
- Macro action shows path, not name and hot key
- Edit button does not move when Extender Views window is re-sized vertically
- Extender Actions on additional menus will not show up.

14.00.0051
- Errors on the EXT_Extender_Activity and EXT_User_Delete_Triggers when launching Microsoft Dynamics GP and choosing to install Extender

14.00.0050
- Extender Macro Actions missing Hotkey
- Templates don’t run using Menu Option
- Edit All Records doesn’t work on Lookups
- Edit all records not saving changes
- Extender Window Detail Data not upgraded
- Change User causes Extender to show in the menu more than once
- Invalid Column Name PT_Palette_ID updating to GP 2015 from GP 2010 Extender Enterprise
- Lookup doesn’t work on Binary unless all Uppercase
- Print on Detail Form doesn’t print detail rows
• Creating a lookup field using an extender from does not allow for selecting the correct matching fields on a restriction
• Inserting row in detailed form duplicates the data - removed insert option
• Extender data using SmartList Integration only display Extender data on first occurrence of record
• Unable to search Extender Fields when SmartList is created from an Extender Form
• Extender Import only brings 15 characters into Form ID/Description
• Extender Detail Window calculation field doesn't calculate the first time you open a window.
• On Navigation list when the user enters search criteria they have to tab twice to get to the Find Now Button.